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SMOOTHING THE GENERATORS OF A LIE 
GROUP OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
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(Receitwd 1 I Mu_v 1982) 
1~ 121. DAVID HART proves that any C” flow, 1 I v < CO, may be conjugated with a C’ 
diffeomorphism arbitrarily close to the identity so as to produce a flow having C’ 
infinitesimal generator. This result signals the end of a longstanding dilemma-is it better 
to work in the category of C” flows or that of C’ vector fields? Either category is a potential 
setting for problems concerning stability, smoothness of invariant manifolds, or existence 
of linearizations, to name a few examples. And for some heretofore inexplicable reason, 
the solution in one category always matches the solution in the other. Hart actually extends 
this result to actions by abelian Lie groups. We extend Hart’s theorem to actions by 
arbitrary Lie groups, exhibiting a one-parameter family of smoothing operations. 
Let G be a topological group and M a C 7., separable manifold, possibly with boundary. 
An action of G on A4 of class C’, 1 I v I co, is a continuous homomorphism from G into 
the group Dip(M) of C“ diffeomorphisms of M, where the latter carries the weak topology 
(141, p. 35). This weak topology is the topology of uniform convergence of derivatives of 
orders zero through v (of each order when v = co) on compact sets, and we shall without 
further comment assign the appropriate weak topology to all spaces of maps between 
manifolds which we encounter. In order to develop any notion of stability for actions, we 
must also topologize the set Act”(G, M). We choose the compact open topology ([5], p. 
221) it inherits as a subset of C’(G, Dip(M)). 
THEOREM I. If G is compactly generated and locally compact, then Act ‘(G, M) has a 
complete metric for 1 5 v I cc. 
Proof. There is a compact neighborhood K of the identity in G such that every compact 
subset of G is contained in one of K, K’, K3,. . . . Since Diff(M) has a complete metric, 
it follows that C”(G. Dip(M)) does also. Since Dip(M) is a topological group, the set 
Act’(G, M) = (a ECO(G. Dip(M)): a(gh) = cr(g)a(h) for all g, h EC) is closed in 
C’(G. DiII’(M)). 
Q.E.D. 
Now let G be a compactly generated Lie group-that is, a Lie group whose group of 
components is finitely generated. Bochner and Montgomery[l] show that for 
r l Act”(c. M) the evaluation map e’, defined as e”(g, x) = cr(g)x, is C’ as a map from 
G x M into M. It follows that for each element X of the Lie algebra f of G, the vector 
field a,(X) is C”-‘. where u.*(X)S = [d/(dt)]l,,O r (exp tX)x for xeM. We refer to 
r*: 9+X L -l(M) as the infinitesimal generator of a or to the vector fields a&Y), X E 9, 
as the infinitesimal generators of r. Notice that if G is connected and a is an action whose 
infinitesimal generators are C”-‘. then the most that can be said in general is that a is C”-‘. 
This lack of balance between the smoothness of generators and the smoothness of actions 
can be irritating. 
Hart clarifies this phenomenon when G is abelian. By averaging the points r(g)x. where 
g runs over a neighborhood of I,, he obtains a transformation XCIX’ which smooths the 
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generators. We perform a similar averaging process, incidentally providing a proof of 
Hart’s theorem which is independent of the original proof[2] but similar to a later 
version [8]. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a compactly generated Lie group, and let 1 I v < a. There is a 
continuous mapping @: [0, I] x Act’(G, M) + Diff”(M) with the following properties: 
(1) O(0, ~1) = idM for all r. 
(2) For 0 < T I 1, the action tlq(‘*“) defined by aq(‘,‘)(g) = cD(r, a)a(g)@(t, a)-’ has C” 
infinitesimal generators. 
(3) The generators (aq(“‘))*(X) EX”(M) each depend continuously upon (2, a). If a has 
C’ generators already, this dependence is continuous in z for all t E[O, 11. 
Briefly, this theorem states that any C’ action may be transformed into one with C’ 
generators by conjugating with a C’ diffeomorphism as close to id,W as desired. Further- 
more, this smoothing process may be performed uniformly over Act’(G, M). 
Our proof of Theorem 2 will not use Bother and Montgomery’s results, so there is no 
circularity in stating the following as a corollary. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a compactly generated Lie group, and let 1 I v 5 00. For each 
a E Act’(G, M), the evaluation map e’: G x M -+ M is C”, and the assignment a + e’ embeds 
Act’(G, M) into C”(G x M, M). In particular, the infinitesimal generators a&, XE~, exist 
and are C’-’ and depend continuously (in the weak C”-’ topology on x’-‘(M)) upon a. 
We should point out that Bochner and Montgomery prove a stronger result than the 
initial claim here; in [6], Montgomery shows that any homomorphism a: G -+ Dip(M) 
which is continuous as a map into C”(M, M) is in fact continuous. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By definition of the weak C” topology, we may assume that 
v c co. Let 0 be as in Theorem 2. 
C’ vector fields generate C’ flows. From this, it follows quickly that for a EAct”(G, M) 
with C’ infinitesimal generators, the evaluation map e’ is C’. Then for all a EAct”(G, M), 
the evaluation map of a q’~“) is C’. This implies that ez is C’. 
It is a direct consequence of the topologies involved that the inverse of the map a + e’ 
is continuous; a sketch of the reasoning follows. Let aEAct”(G, M) be given. Choose a 
compact set K E G, a compact set L E M, and a positive number E. The condition 
lID’Bk)(, - D’ak)(,ll <E forallg~K,x~L,OIrIv, 
defines a neighborhood of a, and such neighborhoods constitute a topological basis at a, 
Of course, to discuss norms of derivatives, we should work in manifold charts for M, but 
that would serve only as a formal distraction. The condition 
llD’eI&,,, - D’e”l&,,,II < 6 for all geK, XEL, 0 I r I v, 
defines a neighborhood of e” in C”(G x M, M). If e = eB satisfies the latter condition, then 
clearly B satisfies the former. 
Finally, we wish to show that the assignment e-e” is continuous. Again, it is well 
known[3] that the Row generated by a C’ vector field depends continuously, in the C’ 
topologies, upon the vector field. From this, it follows that as a ranges over the C’ actions 
having C’ infinitesimal generators, the evaluation map e’ depends continuously upon 
(aW9. . . 9 a&A a*(XJ,. . . , a&KJ)~(DifWWY’ x (~‘6’0~. 
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Here g,, . . . , gP represent generators for the component group of G, and {X,, . . , , A’,} is 
a basis for 8. Now, allowing a to range over all of Act’(G, M) and setting OS = a@‘(‘,‘), we 
have the continuous maps 
a H (07(g,), . . . , I?&), CrJX,), . . . , Cr.+.(X,)) H e” H e’. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus for Lie groups, we may view Act’(G, M) as the closed subset 
(e: e&h, x) = e(g, e(h, x)) for all g, h EG, x EM) of C”(G x M, M) with the induced 
topology. In some problems, it may be convenient o deal only with those actions having 
C” infinitesimal generators. Let Act”,“(G, M) denote the space of such actions with the 
topology it inherits from the injection into (Diff(M))” x (x”(M))9 defined in the preceding 
proof. (This topology is independent of the choice of g,, . . . , gP, X,, . . . , X,.) Clearly the 
inclusion Act’.“(G, M) + Act”(G, M) is then continuous but not an embedding. The 
following proposition shows that in studying questions of stability in Act”(G, M), one can 
in fact work in Act’,“(G, M). Recall that for a EAct”(G, M) andfEDif?(M), a’ denotes the 
action defined by af(g) =fa(gv-‘. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be an invariant for C’ actions with the property that P(af) = P(a) 
for all u E Act “(G, M) and all f EDzp(M). Let a and f be such that af has C”. infinitesimal 
generators. Then P is constant near a in the Act “(G, M) topology if and only if P is constant 
near af in the Act’.‘(G, M) topology. 
Proof. The map b H fi’ is a homeomorphism of Act”(G, M), so we may assume that 
f is the identity. It is clear that constancy of P near a in the Act”(G, M) topology implies 
its constancy near LX in the Act”s”(G, M) topology. Conversely, suppose that U is a 
neighborhood of a in the Act”,“(G, M) topology on which P is constant. If CD is as in 
Theorem 2, then there is some 7 > 0 with a @(r,u)~U. For such a value of 7, the set of all 
fi~Act”(G, M) wuth /? O(rJ)~U is a neighborhood of a. 
Q.E.D. 
A significant failure of our discussion is that the topology on Act”(G, M) only controls 
the behavior of a on compact subsets of G and M. When M is not compact, it may be 
appropriate to impose a topology more closely tied to the strong (Whitney) topology of 
Dip(M) ([4], p. 35). For example, although an action will not generally be continuous as 
a map into Di&,,,(M), th e compact open topology on Act’(G,M) as a subset of 
Map(G,Di&,,,(M)) is quite workable. We feel, however, that the previously defined 
topology is simpler and of general use. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. Let M be embedded as a closed submanifold 
of the Euclidean half-space W” = {(t,, . . . , t,): t, 2 0} in such a way that M fla HP = 8M; 
this intersection being transverse. There is then an open neighborhood W of M in WN and 
a C” projection p from W onto M such that p( W fla E-U? = i3M. Let { Ui}ial be, a locally 
finite cover of M by relatively open subsets whose closures are compact, and let {&},eX be 
a C” partition of unity on M with support (ii) E U,. There exist constants ci > 0 for iE9 
such that, if f: M--t W” is any C’ map satisfying 
(1) ilr; -x/j <6, for all iE9, xEU,, 
(2) /jDfj - De\,\/ < t, for all iE4, x E U,, and 
(3) .f(f?M) E s WN, 
then p o.fis defined and is a diffeomorphism of M. Here e: M + W” denotes the inclusion. 
In rough terms, our plan is to conjugate a given action a by the diffeomorphism 
x-+p 
(I 
e(g)a(g)x +(g) , 
G > 
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where 0 is a real-valued function with support near the identity element of G and p is a 
Haar measure. However. for the expression to be defined, much less for it to describe a 
diffeomorphism of M, the support of tI must be allowed to vary with r and with s. We 
choose an inner product on the Lie algebra 9 of G such that the exponential map embeds 
the open unit ball about the origin of 9. For 0 < R I 1. B,(R) denotes the exponential 
image of the open ball of radius R. Let ,D be a right Haar measure on G. There exists a 
C” function 8: (0, l] x G -+ [0, x) such that 
(1) for each R ~(0, 11, the support of 8(R, _) is contained in B,(R), 
(2) for each R ~(0, 11, lG 8(R, g) dp(g) = 1, and 
(3) there exists c > 0 such that for each RE(O, 11, 
The third condition, a technical necessity, is easily obtained. Were G the group R”, for 
example, we could choose a nonnegative function Ton R” which is supported in the unit 
ball with s7’= I and set tl(R, t) = R -“T(t/R). 
LEMMA 5. There exists a continuous mapping R: Act’(G, IV)--+ C’(h4, (O,l]) such that 
for eaery a~Acr”(G. M) and every REC~(M, (0. I]) with I? I R, and ;lDR)) I i/DR,;) 
pointwise, the mapping 
is defined and is a d@eomorphism of M. 
Proof. Let { Vii),,P b e a locally finite cover of A4 by relatively open sets such that, for 
each ie9, the closure of U, is contained in V,, and the closure of V, is compact. We can 
decrease the constants ci given above so as to obtain: 
For each ie_F, 6, I i and c., I d(U,, IV\ V,). Also, if x E U, and y E V, with 11.~ - y 11 < c,, 
then x can be joined to y by a smooth curve in V, of length no more than twice il.\: - Y 11. 
Fix iE9, and let y(i) c 9 denote the set of indices J’ for which V, intersects V,. f(i) 
is finite. Let a EAct”(G, M) be given. There is a number R ~(0, l] such that 
and 
11 p (g )x - x jl < i min 6, 
Is.Y(i) 
for all p near a, all I E V,, and all g E BG( R). Using a partition of unity on Act’(G. M), we 
obtain a continuous mapping R,: Act’(G, M)-+ (0, I] such that 
and 
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for all a EAct’(G, M), all x6 V,, and all g E&(&(E)). Truncating this function R,, 
also assume that 
we may 
Recall that c is the constant from condition (3) above which bounds the rate of growth 
0f 8. 
We now define R: Act’(G, M) -+ CZ(M, (0, I]) by the equation R,(x) = X3 L,(x)R,(a). 
Clearly R is continuous. Let a EAct”(G, M), i~9, and x E Vi be given. Among all indices 
i for which i,(x) # 0, we choose that index i for which R,(a) is largest. Then i~yo) and 
R,(x) I R,{a), so that 
(i) if gEB,(R,(x)), then 
and 
(ii) if g iB,(R,(x)). then 
Also, 
We need finally an estimate similar to (i) which takes into account the nearness of an 
element g to the identity element. Let n be the greatest integer less than or equal to 
(R,(x))-‘. If g EB,(R,(x)*), then g, g*, . . . ,g” all lie in B,(R,(x)). Let x be a point of Vi. 
Then a(g)x lies in V,, and a(g)x can be joined to x by a smooth curve r(t) in V, of length 
not more than twice Ila( --XI/. For k = 0,. . . ,n - 1, we have 




Dak)klyc,J $ dt. 
Since (ii) above holds at all points y(t), this integral is within $, .2lla(g)x -x II of 
5; De/;.,,, [dy/(dt)] dr = a(g)x - x. Summing over k, we obtain 
Thus 
lIa(gYx -x - n(a(g)x - x)jl I ne,Ilati)x -x 11. 
kc,> l/x(g)“Mx -.~lj >n(l -ci>Ila(g)x --X/I 2 (ZR,(x))-‘k llx(g)x -xl/, 
so 
(iv) i/z(g)s - x /I < 2R,(x)c,. 
Note that this inequality holds only for XEU, and gEB,(R,(x)‘). 
Let x EAct”(G. M) be given. and suppose that ~EC’(M. (0. I]) satisfies R 5 R, and 
ii Dl? i’ < l’DR,~’ pointwise. Inequalities (i) and (ii) above hold for all ig9, x E V, and 
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gEB,(R,(x)), so of course they hold for gEB,(E(.r)). By hypothesis, we also have 
IIDRII 5 IIDR,lI < (8c)-’ everywhere. Finally, as inequality (iv) follows from (i) and (ii), 
the same argument shows that lja(g)x - x 11 2 2R( x ) 6, when x E U, and g E BG(l?(.\-)‘). 
Consider the mapping of M into 0-P defined by 
f(x) = s G f-VR(x)2, g)a(gb dAg). 
Clearly f maps aM into a HP. Since 8 and R are C” and the derivatives of r(g) vary 
continuously with (g, x), f is C’. For x E U, (in fact, for x E I’,), we have by inequality (i) 
that 
Also, 
e(R(x>‘, g>llak>x - x 11 G(g) < f 6,. 
WR(x>2t g)(ak)x - -y) G(g) 
I s e(R(x)‘, g)l/Da(g)l, - Del.x// G(g) G 
+ s G ~R(x)IID~I 1; (R(x)‘, g)/ (Ia( - x/l G(g). 
By inequality (ii), the first integral is less than &. Using inequalities (iii) and (iv), we see 
that the second integral is at most 
2&x)(8c) - ’ .2&x)6, 
SI 
G ;(d(x)‘,g) d~(g)<;c-‘R(x)2ci.cR(x)-Z=;6,. 
Therefore p of is defined and is a diffeomorphism 
In proving Theorem 2, our goal is to 
@ [0, l] x Act’(G, M) + Dip(M) such that: 




construct a continuous mapping 
(2) For 0 < t 5 1, the action aqr.@ has C” infinitesimal generators. 
(3) Each infinitesimal generator (a @(“.“).+XEX”(M) depends continuously upon 
(r, a)E(O, l] x Act’(G, M). If a has C’ generators already, then this dependence is 
continuous in r for all 5 E[O, 11. 
Let H: (0, l] x (0, l]+ (0, l] be a C” function such that H(r, r) I r for all (t, r), 
H(z, r) = t for r 2 2t, and 0 I [(aH)/&] I 1 everywhere. We define Q(T, a) to be i& when 
T = 0 and to be p 0 q(r, a) for T > 0, where q(r, a): M ---, WN is defined by 
Y-‘(T, a)x = I ~(H(T, R,(x))‘, g&&)x G(g). G 
For each T > 0 and each a, H o({T} x %)I R, and lID(H 0 ({T} x R,))j/ I IdH/dr( 
II .I-II all DR < DR everywhere. By Lemma 5, Q(T, a) is defined and is a diffeomorphism of 
M. 
Each derivative of ~(2, a) is a finite sum of integrals of closed-form expressions, each 
expression being a product of derivatives of R, at x, derivatives of H at (T, R,(x)), 
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derivatives of 0 at (H(r. R,(x))‘,g), and derivatives of r(g) at s. Noting that R, varies 
continuously with tl and that the integrand always vanishes outside &( 1). we conclude that 
@ is continuous at (7, a) whenever 7 > 0. To check continuity of cf, at (0. r), let a compact 
set L c M and a constant 6 > 0 be given. We must show that 
for all SEL, all 0 I k I v, and all (7.8) near (0, r). Set 7(, = i min R,. and let 
L 
U c Act”(G, M) be the set of all /I such that min R, > 25,. Then U is a neighborhood of 
L 
a, and for x E L, 0 < 7 < 7”, and fl E U we have simply 
Thus 
cp(7, P)x = 
s 
&7’. g)P(g)x h(g). 
G 
D’cp(7, P)I.r = 
s 
@7’, g)@Rg)l, G(g). 
G 
As (7, b)- (0, IX), this expression tends to D’el., uniformly on L. Since D%(r, /?) is a 
closed-form combination of such derivatives and the derivatives of p, it follows that the 
derivatives of O(7, fi) converge uniformly on L to those of p 0 e = id,,,. 
Let X be an element of the Lie algebra 8. Since ,u is a right Haar measure, we have 
that for 7 > 0 
f(E?c,,,,x zi 5
dr ,=o 
cp (7, a )a (exp 1X)x 
d =- 
I s dt r-o 
W(7, Rz(x))2,g)a(g)a (exp Wx G(g) 
c 
W(7. R,(x))‘, g exp ( - W) 1 a(g)x dpk) 
exists. As before, we see that J?(_,: M + TW” depends continuously upon (7, a) in the C‘ 
sense for 7 > 0. Since 
we have achieved condition (2) and the first half of condition (3). 
Finally, suppose r EAct’(G, M) already has C” infinitesimal generators. We have seen 
that, given any compact set L E M, there exists to > 0 such that 
~(7. a)x = 
s 
O(7’. g)a(g)x dp(g) 
G 
for all s E L and all 0 < 7 < TV. Then 
ak>a (ev tWak-‘ak)x G(g) 
1 
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By analysis similar to that presented above. it follows that as T + 0. the derivatives of y,,:.,, 
converge uniformly on L to those of De 3 r,(X). which implies that (r”‘.“),(X) converges 
to x,(X) in the C’ sense. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
A reexamination of our proof yields the following: 
THEOREM 6. The mapping Q, of Theorem 2 may be constructed independenti? of V. That 
is, a mapping 0: [0, 1] x Act’(G, M) - D@(M) e.rists such that its restriction to 
[0, I] x Act ‘(G, M) satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 2 for each calue of V. Furthermore. 
we may obtain in addition 
(4) Restricted to [0, 1] x Act’.‘(G, M), the mapping r.---r z*‘~.” into Act’,“(G. M) is 
continuous with respect to the stronger topologies. 
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